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Coaching Expert Diana Todd-Banks Hits Amazon Best-Seller List
Diana Todd-Banks, Author and Life Coach, recently hit seven separate Amazon.com bestseller lists with “The Success Secret” book.
Queensland, Australia – September 12, 2012 – Diana Todd-Banks, author, coach and online
TV Host, has joined a select group of the world’s leading experts from a variety of industries,
along with best-selling author Jack Canfield, named by Time magazine as the "Publishing
Phenomenon of the Decade," to co-author the book titled The Success Secret, The World’s
Leading Experts Reveal Their Secrets for Success and Life. The book was released by
CelebrityPress™ - a leading business book publisher.
The Success Secret was released on Thursday, August 23rd, 2012 and features top advice from
leading entrepreneurs, business owners and marketing experts in a variety of industries from
around the world. The authors tackle an array of subjects ranging from the inspiration and
motivation to move forward - as well as the proven action steps that attract abundance and bring
fulfillment.
Diana Todd-Banks wrote about “Beyond Life’s High Hurdles Lies Success.” On the day of
release, The Success Secret reached best-seller status in seven Amazon.com categories.
Diana Todd-Banks is a woman who has had an incredibly varied life and conquered very high
hurdles to make things happen and overcome many deep lows. Picking herself up and dusting
herself off from these lows, she has moved forward with a positive outlook on life, which
ultimately has opened up many new doors and opportunities. Combining her vast wealth of
experiences and insight with practical coaching strategies, Diana works with clients to help them
restart, renew and reinvent their life following the loss of a loved one, a job or financial loss,
divorce, retirement, or health or relocation setback. A very down-to-earth woman, Diana has
received extensive print media coverage and appeared on television and radio in both Australia
and the United States.
In Australia her groundbreaking book has drawn significant media attention, because it was a
world-first on the subject: Wrapping It Up—Packing Up Possessions & Other End of Life
Matters. This was followed by Estate Organizer,—The Ultimate Guide to Recording Your Life
Matters.
This year, In addition to Cracking the Success Code with Brian Tracy, Diana’s work was also
included in another recent book alongside other top inspirational, self-development speakers and
best-selling authors: In The Spirit of Success with Deepak Chopra, Dr. Wayne Dyer, Esther &
Jerry Hicks, Mark Victor Hansen, Neale Donald Walsch.
The Success Secret features an inspiring collection of success stories and practical advice in life
and in business. Each author shares their “success secrets” and tips to help others realize ultimate
health, wealth, marketing and business success.

From CelebrityPress®:
Regardless of whether or not you are an experienced speaker, trainer or entrepreneur or
you wish to review the most contemporary concepts in today’s health, wealth and
success, the ideas that these Celebrity Experts bring to the table will be worth their
weight in gold when you read and incorporate them into your daily life.
After such a successful release, Diana Todd-Banks was recognized by The National Academy of
Best-Selling Authors®, an organization that honors authors from many of the leading
independent best-sellers lists around the world.
To learn more about Diana Todd-Banks and the books she has written and to contact her please
visit: http://dianatoddbanks.com.
About Diana Todd-Banks:
Today, as an accredited Life Coach, Di is utilizing her vast wealth of life experiences in a quest
to help others achieve their goals and to move from where they are now to where they want to
be. Throughout her career, Di has appeared on television and radio both in Australia and the
United States. For twenty years she has lived, worked and owned businesses in the US.
About Celebrity Press™:
Celebrity Press™ is a leading business, health and wellness book publisher that publishes books
from thought leaders around the world. Celebrity Press™ has published books alongside Jack
Canfield, Brian Tracy, Dan Kennedy, Dr. Ivan Misner, Robert Allen and many of the biggest
experts across diverse fields. CelebrityPress™ has helped launch over 500 best-selling authors to
date.
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